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The company
A PARTNER. YOU DON’T NEED JUST A SIMPLE SUPPLIER
There are many suppliers out there, but only a few are partners who stand right by your side. How are we your 
partner? By studying your needs and offering solutions and systems that resolve real problems. We make 
products for the installation of wall and floor coverings that are easy to use, durable, versatile and with 
undisputable quality, whilst guaranteeing fast delivery times, offering punctual and reliable assistance, 
collaborating with you to personalize products and solutions which other companies, be it because of size, 
lack of production organization or manufacturing capability, are not able to provide. All this because we know 
the job of the installer, the reseller, the architect and the contractor, each one with their own specific needs 
and priorities.
 
EXCELLENT LOGISTICS: NEVER WAIT FOR YOUR PRODUCTS
Millions of meters of profiles in the warehouse, ready for delivery, aiming to process all of you orders within 48 
hours. This means that we’re able to give you the right product, at the right time, at the right place (even at the 
job site), in the quantity and timing you prefer. It’s a supply chain you can count on, with precise delivery 
worldwide: we serve more than 10,000 clients in 90 countries with 7,000 products.
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Millions of meters of profiles in the warehouse, ready for delivery, aiming to process all of you orders within 48 
hours. This means that we’re able to give you the right product, at the right time, at the right place (even at the 
job site), in the quantity and timing you prefer. It’s a supply chain you can count on, with precise delivery 
worldwide: we serve more than 10,000 clients in 90 countries with 7,000 products.

Quality and environment
Profilitec has implemented and applies a quality and environmental management system in accordance with 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 and UNI EN ISO 14001:2015. It's an organizational model capable of continuously 
measuring and improving business and environmental performance.
 
The choice of attention to the environment has also led to EDP (Environmetal Product Declaration) 
certification in accordance with ISO 14025 and EN 15804:2012+A2:2019, as a demonstration of commitment 
to increasingly reduce CO2 emissions to the environment from its products.
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  uptec and uptec FX
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  uptec and uptec FX

Fixed head pedestals for raised 
floors.

Pedestals for raised floors with an 
integrated switch from self-leveling 
to fixed head.
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Pedestal system for raised floors
The installation of a raised floor offers benefits beyond mere aesthetic function.

Easy to install and remove, can be easily 
replaced when needed, and adapts to the 
specifics of the ground.

Some base surfaces are perfectly 
leveled, while others have irregularities, 
such as slopes or small elevation 
differences. The use of a raised floor 
system makes it possible to overcome 
these peculiarities and irregularities in 
the ground, simply by adjusting the 
height and using the self-levelling 
function of the supports.

Raised floors are ideal for hiding pipes 
and electrical systems, they promote 
rainwater runoff because the tiles laid on 
the supports are not bound by concrete. 
In this way, during heavy rains, water can 
flow freely and the risk of water pooling is 
drastically reduced.

It is safe and versatile, capable of bearing 
very high loads and offering ease of 
inspection, as the only thing to do is to lift 
the tiles without having to break them.

It requires no drying time before being 
accessible. Once installation is complete, 
the flooring can be used immediately.

The system is ideal for creating raised 
floors outdoors such as balconies, 
gardens, pool edges, porches and public 
places.

The joints between tiles (or wood 
decking) allow constant airflow to the 
floor below, which protects the 
underlying surface and improves 
thermal insulation.

Raised floors completely avoid cracking, 
as constant exposure to temperature 
changes in bonded floors create severe 
stress through structural movements 
and dilatation created by temperature 
fluctuations.

Raised floors also provide additional 
sound insulation from footstep sounds 
for the floor underneath.
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Poolsides

Hot tubs

Roof decks

Gardens

Walkways

Bars and restaurants

GazebosTerraces

Applications
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Uptec SUPAS - Standard pedestal

Uptec SUPAL - Reduced height pedestal

Uptec SUPAR - Extension ring

3 products, 1 
system

The Uptec SUPAL pedestal is adjustable in 
height from 28 to 43 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2, SUPA4 and SUPAW.

The Uptec SUPAS pedestal is adjustable in 
height from 43 to 58 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2, SUPA4 and SUPAW; SUPAR 
extension rings can be used to reach greater 
heights.

Uptec SUPAR is a stackable ring used in 
combination with the standard SUPAS pedestal. 
Each extension ring is 30 mm high.
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Uptec SUPAS - Standard pedestal
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height from 43 to 58 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2, SUPA4 and SUPAW; SUPAR 
extension rings can be used to reach greater 
heights.

Uptec SUPAR is a stackable ring used in 
combination with the standard SUPAS pedestal. 
Each extension ring is 30 mm high.

3 accessories for 
each configuration

Uptec SUPA2 - Head with 2 mm tabs

The Uptec SUPA2 accessory is a two-
component head: made of polypropylene for the 
tab and rubber for the head ensuring anti-noise 
and non-slip properties (ideal for creating 2 mm 
joints).

Uptec SUPA4 - Head with 4 mm tabs

The Uptec SUPA4 accessory is a two-
component head: made of polypropylene for the 
tab and rubber for the head ensuring anti-noise 
and non-slip properties (ideal for creating 4 mm 
joints).

Uptec SUPAW - Head to be fixed 
on wooden joists
The SUPAW head is ideal for laying wood 
decking on wooden joists. Special grooves 
located along the tab allow quick attachment to 
the joist with standard screws.
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Uptec SUPASFX - Standard pedestal

Uptec SUPALFX - Low pedestal

Uptec SUPAR - Extension ring

3 products, 1 
system

The Uptec SUPALFX pedestal is adjustable in 
height from 28 to 43 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2FX and SUPA4FX.

The Uptec SUPASFX pedestal is adjustable in 
height from 43 to 58 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2FX and SUPA4FX; SUPAR extension 
rings can be used to reach bigger heights.

Uptec SUPAR is a stackable ring used in 
combination with the standard SUPASFX 
pedestal. Each extension ring is 30 mm high.
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Uptec SUPASFX - Standard pedestal

Uptec SUPALFX - Low pedestal

Uptec SUPAR - Extension ring

3 products, 1 
system

The Uptec SUPALFX pedestal is adjustable in 
height from 28 to 43 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2FX and SUPA4FX.

The Uptec SUPASFX pedestal is adjustable in 
height from 43 to 58 mm and can be combined 
with SUPA2FX and SUPA4FX; SUPAR extension 
rings can be used to reach bigger heights.

Uptec SUPAR is a stackable ring used in 
combination with the standard SUPASFX 
pedestal. Each extension ring is 30 mm high.

2 accessories for 
every configuration

Uptec SUPA2FX - Head with 2 mm tabs

The Uptec SUPA2FX accessory, is a bi-
component head: made of polypropylene for the 
tabs and rubber for the head, it provides anti-
noise and anti-slip performance (ideal for the 
creation of 2 mm joints).

Uptec SUPA4FX - Head with 4 mm tabs

The Uptec SUPA4FX accessory, is a bi-
component head: made of polypropylene for the 
tabs and rubber for the head, it provides anti-
noise and anti-slip performance (ideal for the 
creation of 4 mm joints).
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3
1in

UP   TEC

Advantages of the uptec system

Due to its modularity the uptec pedestal makes the 
installation of the raised floor simple, easy and extremely 
fast, as any height can be reached with only 3 
components.

The 3-in-1 system reduces the warehouse space and 
makes it easier to manage.

Uptec is designed to make work easier and overcome all 
the obstacles that can be encountered on the 
construction site, avoiding delays and product reorders 
for customers.

Ground irregularities and slopes of up to 5 percent will be 
compensated for with the uptec self-levelling head.
(Only valid for uptec)

The uptec system covers all height ranges from 10 mm.
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Unexpected height variations will be solved by adding/
removing the SUPAR stackable ring.

The two-component head offers a choice of joint width 
with removable 2 mm or 4 mm tabs, and provides high 
anti-noise and anti-slip performance.

The SUPAK adjustment key is the perfect solution for 
precise height adjustments, during and especially after 
installation, without having to remove every laid tile.

Pre-cut lines on the base ensure precise placement of the 
pedestal in corners and along perimeters.

There are 3 kinds of perimeter profiles available with a 
wide range of colors that meet all aesthetic expectations 
to stylishly finish the edges of the installation.
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Uptec ground is a series of pedestals used for reduced 
height raised floors

SUPT / SUPT4 - Reduced height pedestal
Uptec ground is the adjustable pedestal ideal for lowest heights, 
starting from 10 mm up to 15 mm in height, which can be increased by 
using the SUPB extension. It’s available with 2 mm (SUPT) and 4 mm 
(SUPT4) tabs. 
The system is manually adjustable and does not require the use of an 
adjustment key.

SUPB - Extension for SUPT/SUPT4 pedestal
Uptec ground SUPB is the extension of the SUPT minimum height 
support. With this stackable accessory, SUPT can increase the height 
from 15 to 30 mm. Each SUPB extension increases the height by 5 
mm.

SUPT & SUPT4 SUPB

0,5 mm

Height adjustment with 
0.5 mm precision.

12 13

The desired height is 
clearly visible in mm.

+ 5 mm

To increase the height of 
SUPT/SUPT4 by 5 mm at 
a time.

Stackable extensions 
to reach greater 
heights.
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Accessories
SUPACLPP - PERIMETER SPACER
The SUPACLPP perimeter clip is applied to the head of the pedestals that 
stand on the perimeter of the installation.

SUPACLPB & SUPACLPT
The SUPACLPB clip is placed under the pedestal. The SUPACLPT clip is 
positioned above the pedestal.
SUPACLPT and SUPACLPB are used to make tile-enclosed perimeters.

SUPAR120
Uptec SUPAR120 is a stackable ring used in combination with the standard 
SUPAS pedestal. SUPAR120 increases the height by 120 mm and can be 
used individually or with the SUPAR ring.

SUPATG
SUPATG is a non-slip, noise-reducing rubber mat that can be placed under 
uptec pedestals to protect the floor underneath.

SUPAK - 3 FUNCTION ADJUSTMENT KEY
Uptec SUPAK is the adjustment key that has three functions: 
1. Switch from fixed head to self-levelling;
2. Removal of the tab spacers;
3. Height adjustment.

SUPL2 & SUPL3
Leveling discs and noise reducers for uptec pedestals.
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Aluminum joist 
installation system
The combination options for laying patterns and 
flooring formats is notably increased.
 
Lightweight but rigid profiles that are easy to cut, 
easy to handle, easy to work with and provide an 
optimal result in terms of solidity and stability of the 
structure.
 
Weather resistant and durable over time. They 
provide exceptional longevity even in very humid 
environments.
 
Unaffected by mold growth and the action of a 
variety of insects.
 
Precise extrusion processes ensure the planarity 
and smoothness of profiles, simplifying the 
installation of raised floors on pedestals.
 
It offers the chance to use all the appropriate clips 
and screws or fixtures for a complete installation.
 
Aluminum joist is a 100% recyclable product, 
therefore limiting its impact on the environment.
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Advantages of 
SUPAANG240 aluminum 

joist
SUPAANG240 offers maximum freedom and flexibility in 
terms of tile sizes to be used and allows for floors with 
different laying options and various covering materials.

SUPAANG240 ensures maximum resistance for a solid, 
safe and quick installation.

Openings on the base ensure proper water outflow.

Openings on the base allow the height of the pedestals to 
be adjusted with the SUPAK key during and after 
installation.

SUPAANG240 comes with the anti-noise rubber bands 
already installed to save installers valuable time during 
installation.

Openings on the base ensure safe and stable attachment 
to the pedestal head.

SUPAK
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SUPAANG240 uptec accessories

SUPDG
Used in aluminum joist installations, SUPDG2 and SUPDG spacers allow 
2 mm and 4 mm joints to be created.

SUPAJG
Polypropylene joint designed to connect SUPAANG aluminum joists.

SUPCLIPG
Locking clips for wood decking installation on outdoor aluminum joists.

SUPACLPPT
The SUPACLPPT perimeter clip delimits the perimeter of the installation 
on the SUPAANG240 joists.
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SUPAANG240 uptec accessories

SUPDG
Used in aluminum joist installations, SUPDG2 and SUPDG spacers allow 
2 mm and 4 mm joints to be created.

SUPAJG
Polypropylene joint designed to connect SUPAANG aluminum joists.

SUPCLIPG
Locking clips for wood decking installation on outdoor aluminum joists.

SUPACLPPT
The SUPACLPPT perimeter clip delimits the perimeter of the installation 
on the SUPAANG240 joists.

C E R T I F I C A T I O N

EPD Certification
Uptec is EPD certified. In building 
assessments, building products are 
evaluated through environmental 
product declarations (EPDs) conducted 
in accordance with ISO 14025 and EN 
15804:2012+A2:2019.
The analysis evaluates the life cycle of 
the Uptec system and measures it in 
terms of carbon footprint with 
independent third-party verification of 
the statement and data, according to 
ISO 14025:2006. A series of case 
studies have shown that Uptec has an 
improvement of more than 70 percent 
in terms of carbon footprint over 
traditional methods of exterior floor 
assembly, such as glued tiles on a 
lightweight screed.
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  supatray
Uptec supatray, the pinnacle of innovation in raised floor 
solutions, meticulously engineered to surpass all expectations. 
It is designed to provide unparalleled versatility and durability, 
setting a new standard in safety and performance. Supatray 
features a honeycomb structure, designed to offer a robust 
substructure that not only safeguards against injuries in the 
event of tile breakage but also ensures exceptional stability. 
With dimensions measuring 598 x 598 x 38 mm, supatray 
creates a solid foundation for any raised floor project. Made 
with recycled ABS plastic material, supatray withstands the 
test of time and the most challenging weather conditions. 
In addition, four galvanized steel reinforcement profiles are 
strategically placed on all sides of the supatray enhancing 
its load-bearing capacity and minimizing bending. These 
reinforcements come pre-assembled, saving precious time 
and simplifying the installation process. Supatray creative 
freedom knows no bounds. It guarantees the creation of 
stable and flush substructure, allowing imagination and 
creativity for installations inculding various tile sizes and 
patterns with ease. Supatray with four reinforcement profiles pre-mounted

SUPATRAYLOCK
to be used with SUPA4 and 
SUPA4FX

SUPATRAYTAB2 and SUPATRAYTAB4
for 2mm 4mm joints
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ABS recycled plastic and 
galvanized steel

B

L

LxB = 598 x 598 mm
Height = 38 mm

ACCESSORIES:

SUPATRAYTAB4SUPATRAYLOCK 
(optional)

SUPATRAYTAB2

ADVANTAGES:

Ultimate Safety
Unmatched protection against injuries in the event of tile breakage, providing peace of mind.

Indestructible Strength
Engineered with four galvanized steel profiles, rendering it highly resistant against structural challenges.

Effortless Installation
Revolutionizes installation with convenient 598x598 mm dimensions, drastically reducing time and labor 
costs.

0%
Perfection in Precision
Achieves perfectly level flooring surfaces and offers the possibility for pedestal height adjustment using the 
SUPAK multifuncitonal key for absolute precision.

Limitless Creativity
Unleashes boundless creativity, enabling the creation of multiple installation patterns with various tile sizes.

Tailored Adaptability
Can be easily cut to offer individual customization options for curves, recesses, and small edge sections.

Efficient Drainage
Guarantees drainage efficiency, ensuring rapid water dispersal through joints and its cavities.

Stability Standard
SUPATRAY is securely connected together by the SUPATRAYLOCK plastic locking disc, ensuring uniformity 
and maximum stability.

Sustainability
SUPATRAY incorporates recycled content and embraces full recyclability, leading the charge towards a 
greener future.
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Laying patterns

40x40 cm

50x50 cm

60x60 cm

80x80 cm
90x90 cm 40x80 cm

45x90 cm

30x60 cm

60x90 cm

40x120 cm

60x120 cm
30x120 cm20x120 cm
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Quantity of pedestals for m2

20 30 40 45 50 60 70 75 80 90 100

20 16,67 12,50 11,11 10,00 10,008,33 14,29 13,33 12,50 11,11

30 16,67 11,11 8,33 7,41 6,67 5,56 9,52 8,89 8,33 7,41 6,67

40 12,50 8,33 6,50 5,56 5,00

5,005,00

5,004,17 7,14 6,67 6,65 5,56

45 11,10 7,41 5,56 4,94 4,44 3,70 6,35 5,63 5,56 4,94 4,44

50 10,00 6,67 4,44 4,00 4,003,33 5,71 5,33 4,44

60 8,30 5,56 4,17 3,70 3,33 2,78 4,76 4,44 4,17 3,70 3,33

70 14,29 9,52 7,14 6,35 5,71 4,76 4,08 3,81 3,57 3,17 2,86

75 13,33 8,89 6,67 5,93 5,33 4,44 3,81 3,56 3,33 2,96 2,67

80 12,50 8,33 6,25 5,56 5,00 5,00

5,005,00

5,00 5,00

4,17 3,57 3,33 6,25 5,59

90 11,11 7,41 5,56 4,94 4,44 3,70 3,17 2,96 5,56 4,94 4,44

100 10,00 6,67 4,44 4,00 4,003,33 2,86 2,67 4,44

120 8,33 5,56 4,17 3,70 3,33 2,78 2,38 2,22 4,17 3,7 3,33

140 14,29 9,52 7,14 6,35 5,71 4,76 2,04 1,90 3,57 3,17 2,86

160 12,50 8,33 6,25 5,56 4,17 3,57 3,33 6,25 5,56

180 8,33 5,56 4,17 3,70 3,33 2,78 2,38 2,22 4,17 3,70 3,33

25,00

TILE
SIZE

The table provides a purely mathematical estimate of consumption without taking into account all site variables. It is 
recommended that the values given be increased by 5-15%. Please contact customer service for more accurate 
information.
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www.profilitec.com/uptec-configurator

Uptec pedestal calculator is an online tool to create 
your own raised floor and calculate the number of 

supports required for the project

You can design the area or upload an architectural 
sketch, choose from an extensive list of tile sizes, 
select the width of the joints, and set the desired 
height of the pavement.

You can choose between a classic installation on 
pedestals or an installation with aluminum joists or 
with antifragmentation tray in which all the needed 
accessories for a complete installation are 
included.

The uptec media calculator automatically 
determines which and how many pedestals/
accessories are required for the project. It is an easy 
and intuitive tool that offers a wide range of 
functions to facilitate your work.
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uptec
Cod. H1 mm Description € / pck pck  

SUPAL 28 ... 43 LOW PEDESTAL - 1PCK= 24 PCS 108,56 1
SUPAS 43 ... 58 STANDARD PEDESTAL - 1PCK= 24PCS 113,48 1
SUPAR 30 EXTENSION RING FOR PEDESTALS - 1PCK= 24PCS 22,64 1

SUPAR120 120 BIG EXTENSION RING FOR PEDESTALS - 1PCK= 24PCS 67,91 1

uptec FX
Cod. H1 mm Description € / pck pck  

SUPALFX 28 ... 43 LOW FIXED-HEAD PEDESTAL - 1PCK= 24PCS 70,80 1
SUPASFX 43 ... 58 STANDARD FIXED-HEAD PEDESTAL - 1PCK= 24PCS 75,60 1

SUPAR 30 EXTENSION RING FOR PEDESTALS - 1PCK= 24PCS 22,64 1
SUPAR120 120 BIG EXTENSION RING FOR PEDESTALS - 1PCK= 24PCS 67,91 1

H1 uptec = H1 uptec FX

28-43 mm

SUPAL SUPAS SUPAS + 1 SUPAR SUPAS + 2 SUPAR SUPAS + 3 SUPAR SUPAS + 1SUPAR120

43-58 mm 58-88 mm 88-118 mm 118-148 mm 148-178 mm

uptec >> Heads for pedestals
Cod. Description € / pck pck  

SUPA2SET24 KIT 24PCS HEAD FOR 2MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 24PCS 43,42 1
SUPA4SET24 KIT 24PCS HEAD FOR 4MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 24PCS 43,42 1
SUPAWSET24 KIT 24PCS HEAD FOR WOODEN JOIST - 1PCK= 24PCS 43,42 1

SUPA2 HEAD FOR 2MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 240PCS 394,71 1
SUPA4 HEAD FOR 4MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 240PCS 394,71 1
SUPAW HEAD FOR WOODEN JOIST - 1PCK= 240PCS 394,71 1

uptec FX >> Heads for pedestals
Cod. Description € / pck pck  

SUPA2FXSET24 UPTEC FX HEAD FOR 2MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 24PCS 23,76 1
SUPA4FXSET24 UPTEC FX HEAD FOR 4MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 24PCS 23,76 1

SUPA2FX UPTEC FX HEAD FOR 2MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 240PCS 216 1
SUPA4FX UPTEC FX HEAD FOR 4MM JOINTS - 1PCK= 240PCS 216 1

uptec >> Accessories
Cod. Description € / pc pck  

SUPAK 3 FUNCTIONS KEY 40,00 1  
SUPL2 RUBBER LEVELING DISK 2MM - 1PCK= 600PCS 0,64 1
SUPL3 RUBBER LEVELING DISK 3MM - 1PCK= 500PCS 0,69 1

Cod. Description € / pck pck  
SUPATG RUBBER MAT 198X198 - 1PCK=24PCS 31,36 1

SUPACLPBSET5 CLIP FOR VERTICAL EDGE - BASE 1PCK= 5PCS 20,32 1  
SUPACLPTSET5 CLIP FOR VERTICAL EDGE - HEAD 1PCK= 5PCS 20,32 1  
SUPACLPPSET5 PERIMETER SPACER - 1PCK= 5PCS 20,32 1  

pck = indivisible packaging
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ALUMINUM JOIST UPTEC
uptec >> Aluminum joist

Cod. HxB mm Description € / m pcs  
SUPAANG240 27,5x63,6 JOIST WITH RUBBER IN NATURAL ALUMINUM 2,4M 26,00 40**

SUPAANGB240 27,5x63,6 JOIST WITH RUBBER IN BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM 2,4M 32,00 40**

uptec >> Accessories
Cod. Description € / pc pck

SUPDG SPACER FOR ALUMINUM JOIST 4MM - 1PCK= 500PCS 0,24 1
SUPDG2 SPACER FOR ALUMINUM JOIST 2MM - 1PCK= 500PCS 0,24 1

Cod. Description € / pck pck
SUPCLIPG LATERAL AND CENTRAL CLIP - 1PCK = 50PCS + 25 SCREWS 76,66 1

SUPACLPPTSET5 PERIMETER SPACER FOR JOIST - 1PCK= 5PCS 20,32 1
SUPAJGSET20 JOIST JOINT - 1PCK= 20PCS 20,69 1

To be used with 4 mm tabs
H

B

Length: 2,40 meters

uptec ground
support >> SUPT Adjustable support

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc pck  
SUPT 10 ... 15 SUPPORT H8-15MM 2MM TABS - 1PCK= 50PCS 1,66 1

SUPT4 10 ... 15 SUPPORT H8-15MM 4MM TABS - 1PCK= 50PCS 1,66 1

support >> SUPB - SUPT extension
Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc pck  
SUPB 5 EXTENSION FOR SUPPORT H5MM - 1PCK= 50PCS 1,20 1

SUPATRAY
uptec SUPATRAY >> Anti-fragmentation tray

Cod. LxB mm Description € / pc pck  
SUPATRAY 598x598 ANTI-FRAGMENTATION TRAY UPTEC - 1PCK=56PCS 30,00 1

uptec SUPATRAY >> Anti-fragmentation tray set
Cod. LxB mm Description € / pck pck  

SUPATRAYSET4 598x598 ANTI-FRAGMENTATION TRAY SET UPTEC - 1PCK=4PCS 156,00 1

uptec SUPATRAYLOCK >> Locking disk for anti-fragmentation tray
Cod. LxB mm Description € / pck pck  

SUPATRAYLOCK  x LOCKING DISK FOR SUPATRAY - 1PCK=240PCS 475,20 1
SUPATRAYLOCKSET24  x LOCKING DISK SET FOR SUPATRAY - 1PCK=24PCS 52,32 1  

SUPALOCK  x ALUMINUM LOCKING DISK FOR SUPATRAY - 1PCK=240PCS 1080,00 1
SUPALOCKSET24  x ALUMINUM LOCKING DISK SET FOR SUPATRAY - 1PCK=24PCS 118,80 1  

uptec SUPATRAYTAB >> Spacers for anti-fragmentation tray
Cod. LxB mm Description € / pck pck  

SUPATRAYTAB2  x SPACER 2MM SUPATRAY - 1PCK=240PCS 360,00 1
SUPATRAYTAB4  x SPACER 4MM SUPATRAY - 1PCK=240PCS 360,00 1

SUPATRAYTAB2SET24  x SPACER 2MM SET SUPATRAY - 1PCK=24PCS 39,60 1  
SUPATRAYTAB4SET24  x SPACER 4MM SET SUPATRAY - 1PCK=24PCS 39,60 1  

pck = indivisible packaging

* 10% increase for quantities lower than 20 (■)
** 10% increase for quantities lower than those indicated (■)
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  support 80
This is a polypropylene support for laying raised 
tiles and other floor coverings. It offers good 
resistance to frost and atmospheric agents. It is an 
easy to use system that can adjust the covering to 
different heights thanks to the available shims. Ideal 
for large balconies, terraces, verandas walkways 
and roof gardens. Placed directly onto the sloping 
bituminous waterproofing layer they provide an 
effective drainage system and ensure maintenance 
of the waterproofing layer over time.

support 8010/set

Plastic support for floating floors

support 8020/set Supports

Plastic support » for floating stone tiles
Cod. H1 mm Finish € / pck pck  

8011/SET 3   -  101,36 100
8010/SET 13   -  354,38 250

Plastic support » for floating stone tiles
Cod. H1 mm Finish € / pck pck  

8021/SET 3   -  84,00 200
8020/SET 20   -  62,95 50

pck = indivisible packaging
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* 10% increase for quantities lower than 20 (■)
** 10% increase for quantities lower than those indicated (■)  

  bordertec BSR
The bordertec BSR is recommended to contour 
marble and stone balconies and terraces with a 
water-run-off finishing element. Its reversible section 
allows to match two different tiles thicknesses 
with the same reversible profile. Bordertec BSR 
is equipped with the necessary accessories for a 
proper installation.

BSR20/160A24

Length: 2,70 meters

H
H1

B

Aluminum
B = 3,6 mm

Aluminum    

A22 A24 A33 A50 A65    

bordertec >> BSR Terminal profile in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / m pcs

BSR20/40A22270 20x40 A22 - Pastel Grey 29,18 10**
BSR20/60A22270 20x60 A22 - Pastel Grey 32,11 10**
BSR20/80A22270 20x80 A22 - Pastel Grey 36,08 5**

BSR20/100A22270 20x100 A22 - Pastel Grey 41,06 5**
BSR20/120A22270 20x120 A22 - Pastel Grey 48,60 5**
BSR20/140A22270 20x140 A22 - Pastel Grey 57,40 5**
BSR20/160A22270 20x160 A22 - Pastel Grey 66,60 5**

BSRG20/160A24BSRE20/160A24

bordertec >> BSRE External corner in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSRE20/40A22 20x40 A22 - Pastel Grey 25,78 10**
BSRE20/60A22 20x60 A22 - Pastel Grey 27,11 10**
BSRE20/80A22 20x80 A22 - Pastel Grey 27,47 10**

BSRE20/100A22 20x100 A22 - Pastel Grey 27,86 10**
BSRE20/120A22 20x120 A22 - Pastel Grey 28,80 10**
BSRE20/140A22 20x140 A22 - Pastel Grey 29,41 10**
BSRE20/160A22 20x160 A22 - Pastel Grey 30,54 10**

bordertec >> BSRG Joint in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSRG20/40A22 20x40 A22 - Pastel Grey 8,01 10**
BSRG20/60A22 20x60 A22 - Pastel Grey 8,83 10**
BSRG20/80A22 20x80 A22 - Pastel Grey 9,93 10**

BSRG20/100A22 20x100 A22 - Pastel Grey 11,33 10**
BSRG20/120A22 20x120 A22 - Pastel Grey 11,98 10**
BSRG20/140A22 20x140 A22 - Pastel Grey 12,54 10**
BSRG20/160A22 20x160 A22 - Pastel Grey 13,20 10**

 Perimeter profiles 
for terraces
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* 10% increase for quantities lower than 20 (■)
** 10% increase for quantities lower than those indicated (■)  

Aluminum    

A22 A24 A33 A50 A65    

bordertec >> BSR in Powder Coated Aluminum Modern Line
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / m pcs

BSR20/40A24270 20x40 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 29,18 10**
BSR20/60A24270 20x60 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 32,11 10**
BSR20/80A24270 20x80 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 36,08 5**

BSR20/100A24270 20x100 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 41,06 5**
BSR20/120A24270 20x120 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 48,60 5**
BSR20/140A24270 20x140 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 57,40 5**
BSR20/160A24270 20x160 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 66,60 5**
BSR20/40A33270 20x40 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 29,18 10**
BSR20/60A33270 20x60 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 32,11 10**
BSR20/80A33270 20x80 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 36,08 5**

BSR20/100A33270 20x100 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 41,06 5**
BSR20/120A33270 20x120 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 48,60 5**
BSR20/140A33270 20x140 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 57,40 5**
BSR20/160A33270 20x160 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 66,60 5**
BSR20/40A50270 20x40 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 29,18 10**
BSR20/60A50270 20x60 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 32,11 10**
BSR20/80A50270 20x80 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 36,08 5**

BSR20/100A50270 20x100 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 41,06 5**
BSR20/120A50270 20x120 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 48,60 5**
BSR20/140A50270 20x140 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 57,40 5**
BSR20/160A50270 20x160 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 66,60 5**
BSR20/40A65270 20x40 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 29,18 10**
BSR20/60A65270 20x60 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 32,11 10**
BSR20/80A65270 20x80 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 36,08 5**

BSR20/100A65270 20x100 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 41,06 5**
BSR20/120A65270 20x120 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 48,60 5**
BSR20/140A65270 20x140 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 57,40 5**
BSR20/160A65270 20x160 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 66,60 5**

The colors in the Profilitec range, as shown in the final pages of the 
price list, are available upon request with the following conditions:
- without a surcharge;
- with a delivery time of 5 weeks;
- for a minimum quantity of 100pcs.

bordertec >> BSRE External Junction in Powder Coated Modern Line
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSRE20/40A24 20x40 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 25,78 10**
BSRE20/60A24 20x60 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 27,11 10**
BSRE20/80A24 20x80 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 27,47 10**

BSRE20/100A24 20x100 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 27,86 10**
BSRE20/120A24 20x120 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 28,80 10**
BSRE20/140A24 20x140 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 29,41 10**
BSRE20/160A24 20x160 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 30,54 10**
BSRE20/40A33 20x40 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 25,78 10**
BSRE20/60A33 20x60 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 27,11 10**
BSRE20/80A33 20x80 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 27,47 10**

BSRE20/100A33 20x100 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 27,86 10**
BSRE20/120A33 20x120 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 28,80 10**
BSRE20/140A33 20x140 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 29,41 10**
BSRE20/160A33 20x160 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 30,54 10**
BSRE20/40A50 20x40 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 25,78 10**
BSRE20/60A50 20x60 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 27,11 10**
BSRE20/80A50 20x80 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 27,47 10**

BSRE20/100A50 20x100 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 27,86 10**
BSRE20/120A50 20x120 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 28,80 10**
BSRE20/140A50 20x140 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 29,41 10**
BSRE20/160A50 20x160 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 30,54 10**
BSRE20/40A65 20x40 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 25,78 10**
BSRE20/60A65 20x60 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 27,11 10**
BSRE20/80A65 20x80 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 27,47 10**

BSRE20/100A65 20x100 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 27,86 10**
BSRE20/120A65 20x120 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 28,80 10**
BSRE20/140A65 20x140 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 29,41 10**
BSRE20/160A65 20x160 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 30,54 10**

bordertec >> BSRG Joint in Powder Coated Aluminum Modern Line
Cod. H mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSRG20/40A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 8,01 10**
BSRG20/60A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 8,83 10**
BSRG20/80A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 9,93 10**

BSRG20/100A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 11,33 10**
BSRG20/120A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 11,98 10**
BSRG20/140A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 12,54 10**
BSRG20/160A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 13,20 10**
BSRG20/40A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 8,01 10**
BSRG20/60A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 8,83 10**
BSRG20/80A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 9,93 10**

BSRG20/100A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 11,33 10**
BSRG20/120A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 11,98 10**
BSRG20/140A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 12,54 10**
BSRG20/160A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 13,20 10**
BSRG20/40A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 8,01 10**
BSRG20/60A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 8,83 10**
BSRG20/80A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 9,93 10**

BSRG20/100A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 11,33 10**
BSRG20/120A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 11,98 10**
BSRG20/140A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 12,54 10**
BSRG20/160A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 13,20 10**
BSRG20/40A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 8,01 10**
BSRG20/60A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 8,83 10**
BSRG20/80A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 9,93 10**

BSRG20/100A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 11,33 10**
BSRG20/120A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 11,98 10**
BSRG20/140A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 12,54 10**
BSRG20/160A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 13,20 10**
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* 10% increase for quantities lower than 20 (■)
** 10% increase for quantities lower than those indicated (■)  

  bordertec BSJ
Bordertec BSJ is engineered to delimit the 
perimeter edges of a raised floor or to create a 
step (in this case we recommed the application 
of the SWH carborundum anti-slip adhesive strip). 
Bordertec BSJ has a decorative visible part of 2 cm. 
To install the bordertec BSJ profiles, the vertical tile 
fits into the groove of the profile giving a continuos 
finishing between the horizontal and the vertical 
cladding.

BSJ 20 A50

Length: 2,70 meters

B

H H1

Aluminum
H1 = 12 mm
B = 25 mm

 

B

H H1

Stainless Steel
H1 = 12 mm
B = 23 mm

 

Stainless Steel        

IS        

bordertec >> BSJ in Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 - Brushed
Cod. H mm Finish € / m pcs

BSJ20IS270 20 IS - Brushed 43,06 10**

bordertec >> BSJE External corner in Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 
1.4301 - Brushed

Cod. H mm Finish € / pc pcs
BSJE20IS 20 IS - Brushed 54,52 10**

Aluminum    

A22 A24 A33 A50 A65    

bordertec >> BSJ in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. H mm Finish € / m pcs

BSJ20A22270 20 A22 - Pastel Grey 23,28 10**

bordertec >> BSJ in Powder Coated Aluminum Modern Line
Cod. H mm Finish € / m pcs

BSJ20A24270 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 23,28 10**
BSJ20A33270 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 23,28 10**
BSJ20A50270 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 23,28 10**
BSJ20A65270 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 23,28 10**

bordertec >> BSJE External Junction in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. H mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSJE20A22 20 A22 - Pastel Grey 36,86 10**

bordertec >> BSJE External Junction in Powder Coated Aluminum 
Modern Line

Cod. H mm Finish € / pc pcs
BSJE20A24 20 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 36,86 10**
BSJE20A33 20 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 36,86 10**
BSJE20A50 20 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 36,86 10**
BSJE20A65 20 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 36,86 10**

The colors in the Profilitec range, as shown in the final pages of the price list, are available upon request with the following conditions:
- without a surcharge;
- with a delivery time of 5 weeks;
- for a minimum quantity of 100pcs.
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* 10% increase for quantities lower than 20 (■)
** 10% increase for quantities lower than those indicated (■)  

  bordertec 
BST20
Bordertec BST20 is a powder-coated aluminum 
profile that finishes and protects exposed concrete 
edges of terraces and balconies and the paver 
covering while providing openings to bond a riser 
tile on the vertical facade.

BST 20 A50

Length: 2,70 meters

H
H1

B

Aluminum
B = 31,5 mm

Aluminum    

A22 A24 A33 A50 A65    

bordertec >> BST in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / m pcs

BST20A22270 20x51 A22 - Pastel Grey 39,75 5**

bordertec >> BST in Powder Coated Aluminum Modern Line
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / m pcs

BST20A24270 20x51 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 39,75 5**
BST20A33270 20x51 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 39,75 5**
BST20A50270 20x51 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 39,75 5**
BST20A65270 20x51 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 39,75 5**

bordertec >> BSTE Joint in Powder Coated Aluminum
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSTE20A22 20x51 A22 - Pastel Grey 54,92 10**

bordertec >> BSTE Joint in Powder Coated Aluminum Modern Line
Cod. HxH1 mm Finish € / pc pcs

BSTE20A24 20x51 A24 - Embossed Pastel Grey 54,92 10**
BSTE20A33 20x51 A33 - Embossed Dove-Grey 54,92 10**
BSTE20A50 20x51 A50 - Embossed Micaceous 54,92 10**
BSTE20A65 20x51 A65 - Embossed Matt Black 54,92 10**

The colors in the Profilitec range, as shown in the final pages of the price list, are available upon request with the following conditions:
- without a surcharge;
- with a delivery time of 5 weeks;
- for a minimum quantity of 100pcs.
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draintec 8
DRAINTEC 8 draining system provides a drainage layer within 
a mortar bed while maintaining high load resistance. It is 
extremely resistant to compression, traction, impact and 
puncturing; it also ensures perfect mechanical protection 
of the waterproof layer while being relatively thin at only 8 
mm thick. DRAINTEC 8 has a double drainage channel that 
also fully compensates for hydrostatic pressure, to allow the 
free passage and management of water within the mortar 
layer.  DRAINTEC 8 draining system is "loose-laid" onto the 
sloped waterproof layer.  The mortar bed screed layer is then 
placed over Draintec 8 drainage membrane.

DRAINTEC 8 can be easily cut with normal shears.

Benefits of applying the DRAINTEC 8 system:

• It guarantees less wear on the tiles

• Protects the primary (roofing) waterproofing membrane 
from damages caused by the aggragates in the mortar 
screed layer.

• Reduces the presence of efflorescence

• Eliminates hydrostatic pressure

• Contributes acoustic insulation (sound transmission) by 
providing an 8 mm air gap

 

1

2

45
6

7

3

STRATIGRAPHY

 

1. Tiles
2. Load distribution screed
3. Water outflow cavities
4. DRAINTEC 8
5. Drainage membrane
6. Sloping screed
7. Load-bearing structure

draintec 8 >> Polyethylene drainage membrane with a pyramid section 
with a synthetic filtering fleece

Cod. BxL mm Finish € / m² roll  
DRAINTEC-8 1 mx15 m   -  16,51 1

Membranes
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draintec 8S
DRAINTEC 8S draining system provides a drainage layer 
within a mortar bed while maintaining high load resistance. 
It is extremely resistant to compression, traction, impact and 
puncturing; it also ensures perfect mechanical protection 
of the waterproof layer while being relatively thin at only 8 
mm thick. DRAINTEC 8S has a double drainage channel that 
also fully compensates for hydrostatic pressure, to allow the 
free passage and management of water within the mortar 
layer. DRAINTEC 8S draining system is "loose-laid" onto the 
sloped waterproof layer. The mortar bed screed layer is then 
placed over Draintec 8 drainage membrane.

DRAINTEC 8S, can be easily cut with normal shears.  
Membrane with 2x2 mm synthetic mesh, ideal for laying 
floors on draining screed.

Benefits of applying the DRAINTEC 8S system:

• It guarantees less wear on the tiles

• Protects the primary (roofing) waterproofing membrane 
from damages caused by the aggragates in the mortar 
screed layer.

• Reduces the presence of efflorescence

• Eliminates hydrostatic pressure

• Contributes acoustic insulation (sound transmission) by 
providing an 8 mm air gap

 

1

2

3

4

STRATIGRAPHY

1. Tiles
2. Load distribution screed
3. DRAINTEC 8S
4. Supporting structure

draintec 8S >> Drainage membrane with knobs and filter fabric for dry 
laying

Cod. BxL mm Finish € / m² roll  
DRAINTEC-8S 1 mx12,5 m   -  18,58 1
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  fixxtec
FIXXTEC is a multipurpose adhesive suitable for 
sealing and waterproofing the joints of FOILTEC 
membranes. It is also suitable for bonding a wide 
range of products, such as baseboards, expansion 
and connection joints, hygienic coves, transition 
profiles, etc...

FIXXTEC can be applied to both wet and underwater 
surfaces, acting as a waterproofing adhesive and 
sealant.

FIXXTEC is the perfect solution for bonding porcelain 
pavers onto the SUPATRAY.

FIXXTEC

MS polymer

White

fixxtec >> Multipurpose waterproof adhesive sealant
Cod. Description € / pc pck

FIXXTEC/OUT MULTIPURPOSE WATERPROOF 
ADHESIVE SEALANT 290ML

22,45 12

pck = indivisible packaging
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  multidrain 
MUD - MUDR
Multidrain is a waterproof modular system for linear 
drainage of surface water. It can be used in tiled 
structures, outdoor and indoor. The system is made 
of PP (Polypropylene), a light but resistant material, 
and is composed of 1,48 meter long combinable 
channels with lateral or central run-off pipes. The 
channels internal slope functions as water run-off 
and is self-cleaning.  The system permits even floor 
tiling with great time saving. The channel has a pre-
felted fabric on its edge, allowing the installation of 
waterproofing systems (thin bed installation). The 
grid frames are made   of stainless steel AISI 316L. 
The system is equipped with run-off pipes, end pieces 
and grids in stainless steel AISI 304. Note: On request 
the grids can be supplied in stainless steel AISI 316L. 
The channel can be inspected.

 

Maximum system length: MUD 9,20 m - MUDR 6,25 m

H

MUD
H = 11 cm

 

H

MUDR
H = 7 cm

 

MUD - MUDR

MUDR MUD

 Drainage 
systems
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MUD1500HIL MUDR1500HIL

MUD100T MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD1500M MUD1500H MUD100T

Example of the maximum development of the multidrain MUD system

MUDR1500H MUDR1500L MUDR50DS MUDR1500L MUDR1500HMUDR100T MUDR100T

Example of the maximum development of the multidrain MUDR 
system

multidrain >> MUD linear draining system + Tileable grate in Stainless 
Steel AISI 304 - Polished

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs  
MUD1500HIL 1500 IL - Polished 729,05 1
MUD1500LIL 1500 IL - Polished 729,05 1
MUD1500MIL 1500 IL - Polished 729,05 1

multidrain >> MUD linear draining system + Grate in Stainless Steel AISI 
316 - Brushed

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs  
MUD1500HISM 1500 ISM - Brushed 809,05 1
MUD1500LISM 1500 ISM - Brushed 809,05 1
MUD1500MISM 1500 ISM - Brushed 809,05 1

multidrain >> MUD-T Endplate
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUD100T X   -  98,05 1

multidrain >> MUD Endplate with drain outlet
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUD50S 35   -  102,12 1
MUD75HS 35   -  100,11 1
MUD75LS 35   -  100,11 1

multidrain >> MUD Run-off pine + Tileable grate in Stainless Steel AISI 
304 - Polished

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs
MUD90SIL 200 IL - Polished 177,31 1

multidrain >> MUD Run-off pine + Grate in Stainless Steel AISI 316 - 
Brushed

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs
MUD90SISM 200 ISM - Brushed 198,65 1

multidrain >> MUD Endcap
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUD50C 35   -  4,23 1
MUD75C 35   -  5,35 1

multidrain >> MUD Mounting kit
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUD/KIT X   -  67,63 1

multidrain >> MUDR linear draining system + Tileable grate in Stainless 
Steel AISI 304 - Polished

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs  
MUDR1500HIL 1500 IL - Polished 792,15 1
MUDR1500LIL 1500 IL - Polished 792,15 1

multidrain >> MUDR linear draining system + Grate in Stainless Steel 
AISI 316 - Brushed

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs  
MUDR1500HISM 1500 ISM - Brushed 875,15 1
MUDR1500LISM 1500 ISM - Brushed 875,15 1

multidrain >> MUDR-T Endplate
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUDR100T X   -  110,25 1

multidrain >> MUDR-DS Dual outlet run-off pine + Tileable grate in 
Stainless Steel AISI 304 - Polished

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs
MUDR50DSIL 248 IL - Polished 209,63 1

multidrain >> MUDR-DS Dual outlet run-off pine + Grate in Stainless 
Steel AISI 316 - Brushed

Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs
MUDR50DSISM 248 ISM - Brushed 245,90 1

multidrain >> MUDR Endplate with drain outlet
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUDR50HS 35   -  114,76 1
MUDR50LS 35   -  114,76 1

MUD50C 35   -  4,23 1

multidrain >> MUDR Mounting kit
Cod. L mm Finish € / pc pcs

MUDR/KIT X   -  75,31 1
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.  

  spacers DISC
ABS tie-bases for laying on stone or draining screed, 
for natural stone outdoor floors, concrete tiles or 
ceramic tiles. They can be used in different types of 
laying, dry, running or irregular laying. The product 
is made of ABS material resistant to UV rays and 
temperatures. It is transparent in such a way as to 
be invisible if the crushed stone is moved. At the 
base they have holes to facilitate water drainage. 
The tie-bases, thanks to the predefined breaking 
points, are easily adaptable to the various needs, 
obtaining central, corner or terminal tie-bases 
according to the need.

DISC10

H

DISC

DISC

tile spacers » DISC spacer thickness 3 mm
Cod. H mm Finish € / pc pck  

DISC10 10   - ABS 1,16 100

1 pck. = 100 pcs. (indivisible)

 Tile installation accessories



 Marketing
Display marketing items designed for customers with innovative, cutting edge technical solutions.
Display stands for showrooms and retail stores.
Point-of-Sale displays, detailed product catalogs and sample boxes offer new technical solutions to our customers.
Product samples to always have the right one with you.
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  Table Display
Table Display

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc
ESP-UPT/ITENFRDEES 27 x 21 x 33 TABLE DISPLAY UPTEC 13,65

ESP-UPT/ITENFRDEES

  Illustrative Brochure
Illustrative Brochure

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc
BRO-FLO/ITENFRDE 21 x 29,7 BROCHURE FLOORTEC 0,77

BRO-UPT/ENUS 21 x 29,7 BROCHURE UPTEC 0,77
BRO-UPT/FR 21 x 29,7 BROCHURE UPTEC 0,77
BRO-UPT/DE 21 x 29,7 BROCHURE UPTEC 0,77
BRO-UPT/ES 21 x 29,7 BROCHURE UPTEC 0,77

Illustrative Book
Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc

BOOKUPT/EN 21 x 21 BOOK UPTEC EN 1,01
BOOKUPT/FR 21 x 21 BOOK UPTEC FR 1,01
BOOKUPT/DE 21 x 21 BOOK UPTEC DE 1,01
BOOKUPT/ES 21 x 21 BOOK UPTEC ES 1,01

Illustrative Brochure
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  Technical Manual
Technical Manual

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc
MANUPT23ITENFRDEES 16,5 x 23 UPTEC MANUAL 1,79

  Display
Display

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc
TOTEM_UPTEC/EU 58 x 58 x 13,5 TOTEM DEMO UPTEC EU 127,05

TOTEM_UPTEC/EU

  Set Sample
Samples » Color Swatches

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc
CHAIN_BORDER_UPT X CHAIN BORDER UPTEC 14,24
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  Price list
Price List >> Price List Profilitec

Cod. H1 mm Description € / pc
LISTOUTD24/IT 21 x 29,7 OUTDOOR PRICE LIST 2024 ITALY 1,50
LISTOUTD24/EN 21 x 29,7 OUTDOOR PRICE LIST 2024 ENGLISH 1,50
LISTOUTD24/FR 21 x 29,7 OUTDOOR PRICE LIST 2024 FRENCH 1,50
LISTOUTD24/DE 21 x 29,7 OUTDOOR PRICE LIST 2024 GERMAN 1,50
LISTOUTD24/ES 21 x 29,7 OUTDOOR PRICE LIST 2024 SPANISH 1,50
LISTOUTD24/PT 21 x 29,7 OUTDOOR PRICE LIST 2024 PORTUGUESE 1,50

O U T D O O R
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Powder coated aluminum

A11
Pure White (Ref. RAL 9010)

AM11
Matt white

A12
Ivory White (Ref. RAL 9001)

A13
Embossed Rustic White

A14
Embossed Arctic White

A41
Cream (Ref. RAL 1015)

A42
Ivory (Ref. RAL 1013)

A21
Soft Grey (Ref. RAL 9018)

A22
Pastel Grey (Ref. RAL 7038)

A23
Cement Grey (Ref. RAL 7030)

A24
Embossed pastel grey

A25
Embossed cement grey

A50
Embossed Micaceous Grey

A34
Embossed kaki

A31
Beige bahama

A33
Embossed dove

A32
Dark Beige (Ref. RAL 1019)

A60
Embossed Corten

A62
Red Brown

A63
Dark Brown

A64
Embossed dark brown

A51
Black (Ref. RAL 9005)

A54
Matt black

A65
Embossed matt black
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General terms and conditions:
1. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE GENERAL CONDITIONS
These general conditions of sale, hereinafter "General Conditions of Sale", regulate all contractual relations for the sale of products (hereinafter "Product / s" or 
"Goods / s") concluded by the company Profilitec S.p.A. (hereinafter "Profilitec") with its customers (hereinafter "Buyer" or "Customer / s" and, jointly with Profilitec, 
"Parties"). The General Conditions of Sale are applied to the individual sales contracts stipulated by Profilitec with its Customers (hereinafter "Contract / s") even 
if not expressly referred to, and / or signed for acceptance, in the individual Contracts. Any special provisions contained in the individual Contracts, which derogate 
from the provisions of the General Conditions of Sale, prevail over the latter. These General Conditions are effective until they are replaced by new General 
Conditions, it being understood that the new General Conditions of sale apply only to Contracts entered into after their entry into force. The General Conditions of 
Sale constitute the only conditions applicable to all Contracts, thus prevailing over any other conditions applied by Customers and third parties - which Profilitec 
declares herewith not to accept - and cannot be waived except as separately stipulated in the Contract or a specific written agreement between the Seller and the 
Customer. 

2. ORDER
The Goods object of each sale between the Buyer and Profilitec are described in the order form (called "Sales Order Confirmation" or with equivalent wording, 
hereinafter "Order") prepared by Profilitec for each Product request received by the Customer, indicating the type of Products ordered and, for each Product, the 
quantity requested. The Order must be signed and transmitted by the Buyer - directly or through its representatives - to Profilitec. 

3. CONTRACT
The Contract is understood to be entered into between Profilitec and the Customer when Profilitec receives the Order signed by the Customer or, in the absence 
of this and written communication of dispute of the Order by the Customer, once 1 working day has elapsed from the date of transmission of the Order Confirmation 
by Profilitec to the Customer. Following the conclusion of the Contract, the Customer cannot refuse to accept the Products (except as otherwise provided for in 
articles 8 and 11) and / or withdraw from the Contract. 

4. PRICES
The prices of the Products, expressed in euros, are those indicated in the Profilitec price list in force on the date the Order is sent, subject to different prices 
negotiated between the Parties and resulting from the Contract. In any case, Profilitec reserves the right at any time to update the price list, without notice, it being 
understood that - unless otherwise agreed between the Parties - any update of the existing price list will be applied to the Orders sent to Profilitec starting from the 
date of entry into force of the new price list. The prices of the Products referred to in the Profilitec price list are net of (i) taxes, duties, or other charges that may 
affect the Products and (ii) transport and installation costs of the Products, which will be quantified from time to time by Profilitec and charged to the Customer. 

5. PAYMENTS AND EXPENSES
Payments must be made by the Purchaser in the manner and within the timeframe established in the Contract or, in the absence of provisions of the Contract in 
this regard, by bank transfer within 30 days from the invoice issue date. Any negotiations, offers, sales, endorsements, collections, rebates made by Profilitec 
agents or intermediaries are not valid unless authorized in writing by Profilitec. For Orders of less than € 200.00 the following additional costs are charged to the 
Customer: € 12.00 for shipments to Italy, € 15.00 for shipments to EU countries and € 30.00 for shipments to extra-EU countries. Customers incur an administrative 
fee of € 15.00 for overdue payments of invoices. Further, in the event of late payment of invoices, even partial, the Customer incurs interest on arrears as per Article 
5 of Legislative Decree 231/2002, as amended and / or supplemented from time to time, starting from the expiry date of the term for payment and without the need 
for prior notification to the Customer. The non-payment, even partial, of any sum due by the Buyer, or the total or partial non-fulfillment of contractual obligations 
or agreed conditions by the Buyer for the supply of products by Profilitec, authorizes the latter to suspend the execution of further supply of products under existing 
Contracts (also if different from the one affected by the non-fulfillment) and / or to subordinate its execution to the issue of adequate payment guarantees by the 
Buyer, albeit without incurring any responsibility in doing so. 

6. TERMS OF DELIVERY AND TRANSPORT
The terms of delivery of the Goods shall be agreed from time to time and reflected in the Contract. In the absence of provisions in the Contract in this regard, the 
delivery time is 30 (thirty) days from the issue date of the Order Confirmation. The delivery terms are indicative, not essential for the Customer and not binding for 
Profilitec. Unless otherwise agreed between the Parties and stipulated in the Contract, the delivery of Products is ex works at the Profilitec warehouse. At the 
request of the Customer, Profilitec arranges transport and delivery of the Products, with related costs and charges being charged to the Customer, as indicated in 
Article 5 of the General Conditions of Sale. Profilitec is entitled to anticipate or postpone the delivery of all or part of the Products, without this giving the Buyer the 
right to request the total or partial termination of the Contract, nor the payment of compensation or damages. The Buyer may not refuse delivery of the Products 
even if delivery terms have expired. At the request of the Buyer, Profilitec is able to offer an express delivery service. The price increase due for the express delivery 
service is indicated in the Order. However, express delivery is only available for packages up to 2.8 meters in length. Packages longer than 2.8 meters travel 
exclusively by normal courier (not express) and their shipment incurs a fixed surcharge of € 35.00 in the form of extra transport costs. If the Purchaser, with the 
exception of cases referred to in Article 8 of the General Conditions of Sale, refuses to receive delivery of all or part of the Products, Profilitec remains entitled to 
the full payment agreed in the Contract, or alternatively may terminate the Contract pursuant to Article 1456 of the Italian Civil Code, without prejudice to the right 
to compensation for damages. If the Parties expressly agree in the Contract that the delivery of the Product must take place ex works at the Profilitec warehouse 
and the Customer does not collect the Product within 2 days from the date on which Profilitec has made it available, the Customer is deemed to have refused to 
receive delivery of the Product, thereby submitting to the provisions of this clause. In this case, as well as in the event of unsuccessful delivery of the Product due 
to a cause attributable to the Customer, any liability for Profilitec for risks and costs deriving from, or inherent to, with the storage of the Goods being excluded, 
shall be borne entirely by the Buyer. In this case any advance payments made by the Customer are considered compensation to Profilitec as penalty for failure to 
collect the Goods or, if applicable, for failure to deliver the Goods for reasons attributable to the Customer. In case of delay in the delivery of the Products due to 
force majeure (such as, by way of example and not limited to transport interruptions, delays or non-delivery of materials by suppliers necessary for the production 
of the Goods, a significant increase in costs and / or unavailability of raw materials or semi-finished products used in the production of Goods, war, insurrection, 
acts of terrorism, sabotage, piracy, currency restrictions or commercial exchanges, embargoes, etc.), Profilitec is entitled, at its own discretion and promptly 
notifying the Customer, to extend the delivery term for a period equal to the duration of the force majeure or to withdraw from the Contract, excluding any and all 
liability of Profilitec towards the Customer in relation to delays or non-delivery. 
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7. TECHNICAL INDICATIONS
All specifications, technical data, samples, drawings and photographs of the Products are purely indicative and therefore not binding for Profilitec. When 
purchasing Profilitec Products and adopting the recommendations and suggestions contained in its documentation, the Purchaser must ascertain that the 
requested Products are appropriate given his specific requirements. The choice of Product and its use in the context of a specific installation assembly is the sole 
risk and responsibility of the Purchaser. Profilitec reserves the right to make changes to the Products (without altering their essential characteristics) and to their 
packaging without prior notice. 

8. REPORT OF DEFECTS
The Products purchased must be verified and checked by the Buyer upon receipt. Any apparent shortcomings and defects in the Goods supplied (i.e. defects 
identifiable with diligent visual inspection upon receipt of the Product) must, under penalty of forfeiture, be contested by the Customer to Profilitec no later than 5 
(five) working days from the date of delivery of the Goods, by registered letter or certified email. After this deadline, the Products will be considered for all intents 
and purposes compliant with the Contract and free from obvious defects and therefore accepted without reservation by the Customer. Any hidden defects of the 
Goods (i.e. defects that cannot be identified by diligent visual inspection upon receipt of the Product) must be notified by the Purchaser to Profilitec, under penalty 
of forfeiture, by registered letter or certified email within 5 (five) working days from the discovery and, in any case, no later than 12 (twelve) months after delivery. 
It is understood that in the event Products that have displayed apparent defects are used or installed, this excludes the possibility of disputes or complaints 
regarding the defects themselves, resulting in full acceptance of the Products. 

9. RESERVE OF OWNERSHIP (Article 1523 of the Italian Civil Code)
The sale of the Products takes place with retention of title in favor of Profilitec until full payment of the agreed price. Failure to comply, even partially, with the agreed 
payment conditions allows Profilitec to proceed with the recovery of unpaid Products, even if sold to third parties. During the period in which a Customer’s agreed 
price for Products delivered remains unpaid, the Customer is obliged to keep such Products safe and remains liable for any damage to these Products. 

10. WARRANTY AND LIMITS
Profilitec provides the Customer with legal guarantees with reference to the Products sold, unless otherwise provided for by the Contract and / or by the General 
Conditions of Sale. Profilitec is not liable in the event of improper installation and / or use of the Products by the Customer or third parties. Except as provided for 
by law, in the case of supply of defective Products, the Customer who has promptly reported the defect in accordance with provisions in article 8, is entitled to the 
replacement of the Product at Profilitec's expense excluding any further compensation and / or remedy. The warranty does not cover (i) aesthetic defects of the 
Products, e.g. differences in finish or tone in the external appearance of the Product; (ii) normal wear and tear of the Products; (iii) problems resulting from non-
compliance, even partial, with the rules, instructions and recommendations contained in the instruction manual and / or in the Product data sheet; (iv) damage 
caused to the Products by maintenance and / or cleaning with unsuitable products and / or materials; (v) damage resulting from inappropriate selection of the 
Product given the Customer's requirement. Furthermore, the warranty does not extend to faults and / or defects due to tampering and / or improper use and / or 
incorrect installation and / or unsuitable storage of the Products and / or due to force majeure. Profilitec declines all responsibility for any damage that may, directly 
or indirectly, derive to persons or property as a result of failure to comply with all the requirements indicated in the specific documentation accompanying the 
Products, including the warnings on installation, use and maintenance. No warranty and no remedy, both conventional and legal, other than those provided for by 
the Contract and the General Conditions of Sale may be invoked by the Purchaser, in particular being expressly excluded any liability assigned to Profilitec for loss 
of earnings, direct, indirect, incidental damages that may derive from defects, defects and / or non-conformity of the Products, with consequent express and 
irrevocable renunciation by the Purchaser, within the maximum limits permitted by current legislation. 

11. RETURNS
Without prejudice to the provisions of article 10 above, returns of Products are only accepted if previously agreed in writing between the Parties. A return request 
must be sent in writing to Profilitec and must include, as an attachment, a copy of the invoice and / or transport document relating to the Products to which the 
return refers. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the Parties, for each return made pursuant to this clause, Profilitec will charge the Purchaser € 30.00 as 
an administrative cost and - following acceptance of the return - will issue a credit note in favor of the Purchaser for a value corresponding to 80% (eighty percent) 
of the price invoiced to the Customer with reference to the returned Product. Returns are accepted only if the packaging and the Products are intact and sealed as 
in origin. Any costs of new packaging will be charged by Profilitec to the Buyer. Transport costs incurred for the return are borne by the Buyer. 

12. INDUSTRIAL AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Any intellectual property right and / or design, production and commercial technology of Profilitec, whether or not registered and / or patented, must be treated as 
confidential by the Buyer and must not be used, reproduced and / or disclosed by the same without prior written authorization by Profilitec. All documents 
(including price lists, catalogs and other similar documents, in paper or digital form) relating to the Products are the exclusive property of Profilitec and cannot be 
reproduced by the Customer, even partially, without prior written authorization by Profilitec. The Customer is prohibited from any unauthorized use of Profilitec 
trademarks, logos and distinctive signs as well as any other trademarks, logos and distinctive signs shown on the Products and / or related to them, as well as the 
use of names and / or signs badges and / or patents and / or models and / or drawings relating to the Products. 

13. PRIVACY
In respect of the provisions of art. 13 of the European Data Protection Regulation n. 2016/679 (GDPR), the execution of these General Conditions of Sale, may lead 
to personal and contact information being shared between Profilitec and the Purchaser, or in any case made available to their respective persons, (e.g. contact 
details, company email, company phone) of directors, employees and collaborators who, in relation to the tasks and duties assigned, manage and / or execute the 
Contract. Profilitec and the Buyer undertake to process such personal data to the extent that they are strictly necessary for the execution of all aspects of the 
Contract. Profilitec shall store this information for the entire duration of the Contract and beyond for the fulfillment of all legal obligations, in compliance with the 
statute of limitations for the rights involved. Profilitec and the Purchaser are, each independently, Data Controllers of personal data in their respective fields in the 
context of the execution of the Contract. 

14. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION
The law applicable to these General Conditions of Sale and to each Contract concluded between Profilitec and the Buyer is exclusively the Italian one. For any 
dispute that may arise between the Parties relating to these General Conditions of Sale and / or to each Contract (including those relating to their interpretation, 
validity, effectiveness, execution and resolution) is the exclusive competence of the Court of Vicenza. 
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Participation to transport charges:
To be agreed with Profilitec's sales departement.
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Alphabetical index
Code Range Family Page
80 Pedestals for raised floors glue screed 31
BRO Marketing illustrative brochure 44
BSJ Perimeter profiles for terraces bordertec 34
BSR Perimeter profiles for terraces bordertec 32
BST20 Perimeter profiles for terraces bordertec 35
CHAIN Marketing chains 45
DISC Tile installation accessories tile spacers 42
DISP Marketing display 45
DRAINTEC-8 Membranes draintec 36
DRAINTEC-8S Membranes draintec 37
FIXXTEC Membranes fixxtec 38
LIST Marketing price lists 46
MUD - MUDR Drainage systems multidrain 40
SUPAANG240 Pedestals for raised floors uptec 20
SUPATRAY Pedestals for raised floors uptec 24
SUPT/SUPT4 Pedestals for raised floors uptec 18
TDIS Marketing table display 44
uptec Pedestals for raised floors uptec 9
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Pallet features:

Code pcs/pck pkg/pallet pcs/pallet Pallet measurements cm

SUPAL 24 54 1296 120x80x180

SUPAS 24 36 864 120x80x180

SUPAR 24 60 1440 120x80x180

SUPAR120 24 20 480 120x80x180

SUPA2 240 18 4320 120x80x180

SUPA4 240 18 4320 120x80x180

SUPAW 240 18 4320 120x80x180

SUPAANG240 9 40 360 240x120

SUPATRAY / / 56 120x80x68

MUD1500H 1 / / /

MUD1500M 1 / / /

MUD1500L 1 / / /

MUDR1500H 1 / / /

MUDR1500L 1 / / /

DRAINTEC-8 1 / 9 100x130x115

DRAINTEC-8S 1 / 9 100x130x115
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Code Key:
 = Product available in formable version
 = Product available in 0.90 m or 1.35 m pre-cut version

ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED
 
Any reproduction, even partial, of texts, photos and illustrations contained in this 
price list is forbidden unless authorized in writing by Profilitec S.p.A.
Profilitec S.p.A. Price Catalog - Code LISTOUTD24/EN
June 2024 - Rev.02
Valid from January 1st, 2024
 
Distribution not controlled.
 
Contextual end of validity date to completion of new price list printing.
Copyright by Profilitec S.p.A. 36033 Isola Vicentina (VI) Italy
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